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ABSTRACT

Thk paper attempts to find out thc level of pedagogical content knowlcdge of
,nathemotics group B.Ed trainees. Pedagogical Content Knowledge Scalc (PCKS) was

developed and validated. 610 mathcmatics group B.Ed- trainees were sekcted randomly for
this study. The findings of the study rcvealed tlwt the female mathematics group B.Ed.

trainees are better in their pedagogical content knowledge. The wonun's and aidcd college

mathemetics Broup B.Ed. trainees are bener in their pedagogical content knowledge.

PEDAGOGICAL CONTENT KNOWLEDGE (PCK)
The concept of pedagogical contenr knowledge is not new. The term gained renewed

emphasis with l-ee Shulman (1986), a teacher education researcher who was interested in

expanding and improving knowledge on teaching and treacher preparation that, in his view,

ignored questions dealing with the content of the lessons taught. Shulman defined

pedagogical content knowledge as teachers' interpretations and transformations of subject-

matter knowledge in the context of facilitating student leaming. He further proposed several

key elements of pedagogical content knowledge:

(i) Knowledge of represenrations of subject matter (content knowledge)

(ii) Understanding of students' conceptions of the subject and the learning and teaching

implications that werc associated with the specific subject maner

(iii) General pedagogical knowledge (or teaching strategies).

To complete what he called the knowledge base for teachin& he included other

elements:

(0 Curriculumknowledge

(ii) Knowledge of educational contexts

(iii) Knowledge of the purposes of education (Shulman, 1987).

The following paradigm clearly indicates the relationship and play betwe€n content

knowledge and pedagogical knowledge.
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PEDAGOGICAL CONTENT KNOWLEDGE OF MATIIEMATICS GROUP B.Ed.
TRAINEF.S

Mathematics relies heavily on the preparation that the teacher has, in his own
understanding of mathematics, of the nature of mathematics, and in his bag of pedagogic

techniques. Textbook-centered pedagogy dulls the teacher's own mathematics activity. A
mathematics teacher trainee necds to know the fundamental concepts of mathematics, its
origin, the interesting facts about them and the continuity in concept formation and
presentation' In addition to that, a mathematics [eacher trainee needs to know what models
and explanations support learning, and also ensure that such models and analogies effectively
convey the content ideas. Similarly, it is essential for a matlrematics group teacher trainee to
undsrstand typical student conceptions, and why these conceptions might be held, and this
uudentanding does not rely on discipline knowledge alone. Teachers also need to be able to
detemtine what makes a task complex or easy.

SIGMFICANCE OF TEE STT]DY
It is ageed that teachers' professional knowledge, which is the knowledge base of

teaching, is an amalgamation of different forms of knowledge. There are different ways of
classiflng the knowledge base of teaching. One of the most influential classification is
suggested by shulman (1986), who distinguishes several components of the knowledge base

of teaching as subject matter knowledge, pedagogicar content knowledge, general

pedagogical knowledge and knowledge of educational aims. In Shulman's theoretical
frarnework, teachers need to master two types of knowledge (i) content, also known as

"deep" knowledge of the subject itself and (ii) Knowledge of the curricular development.
content knowledge encompasses Bnrner's "structure ofknowledge,,-the theories, principles,
and concepts of a particular discipline. Especially important is content knowledge that deals

with the teaching prccess, including rhe most useful forms of representing and

communicating content and how best the students leam the specific concepts and topics of a

subject.

If one talks about mathematics teaching, it is a complex task to achieve. Mathematics
education is a science like pure mathematics. Although mathematics and mathematics

education have a dyramic interaction with each other, they have different aspocts as well.
One of the most common debates among pure mathematicians and mathematics educators is
'whether having a deep understanding of mathematics is sufficient to teach mathematics?'. In
order to find and answer this question, the division between pure mathematics and

mathematics education need to be bridged. A deep understanding of mathematical
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but not sufficient to teach mathematics. Additionatry, it is nor

reachers must o" 
"#,I.rJf;:"ffi:"matical 

knowledge as werr. Mathematics

knowledge aspects. So through this study. *",r"*o*#i;ff:rTrffi:Xff;:]
Content Knowledge of rnathemadcs group B.Ed trainees.
STAIEMENT OF TIIE PROBLEM
Pdagpgical Content Knowledge of Mathematics Group B.Ed trrlnees.OBJESITYE

L To find out the level of pedagogical content htrainees. 
- -- ,.*'.vtsruil conrcnt howledge of mathematics group B.Ed.

IIYPOTTIESES
L There is no significant difference between male

ffiilrTffi;* on Phirosoph' -"J:;;'""J:ffi"::T:ffi:,
pedagogical 

"on,rn, 
k o*l;;:unication' 

technology, psychology, evaluation, conrenr and

2. There is no significant difference between rura.l

ffffi J:J,ffi*- 
on ph,osophv *' J'dl:;::,',:':: T:#;:,

@agogical .onr.n, *or",Illunication' 
technology' psychology, evaluarion, conienr and

3' There is no significant difference be*een the mathematics group B.&r. trainees fromaided and self_financed colleges of education in tl
sociology, curriculum ,,,o rrr*r""' :::j:: 

t 
1"t: 

knowledge on philosophy and

psychorogy, evaruarion, .,,,:ff :"H::fi l?;,T,Tll;r.*unication, 
*"ino"rr,

4. There is no significant difference among mathematic
women,s ?d cruadr,^o*^- ^-,, 

group B.&1. trainees from men,s.women's and co-education coileges of education *o, 
-" """t D'E.,' Iraln@s from men's,

curricurum and ,rr*"u.,1""i,1::::*"1 To:'*t' on phitosophv and sociorogy,

ffiffi'ffi"ffi*l#,,jL .:IH:#runica'[ion''fechnorogv'

The investigator has

of mathematics group B.&1. 

used survey method to study the pedagogical content knowledge

POPULATIONANDSAMPLE

*"":::::,:1,^I ::.: 
incrudes the Bacheror of &tucarion studenrs who havetaken mathematics-education 

as their optional in the auto' 
ur ruucauon students who have

financed colleses of crt,,ror:^- -&r: . r 
ous, government_aided and self-
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Chennai from Thoothukkudi, Tirunelveli and Kanyakumari districts. The investigator used

stratified random sampling technique for selecting the sample. The investigator randomly

selected thirty nine colleges of education fmm the total seventy one colleges of education at

Thoothukudi, Tiruoelveli and Kanyakumari districts. From these colleges of education, by

stratification,610 mathematics group B.Ed. trainees were select€d for this study.

TOOLUSEI)
To measure the pedagogical content knowledge of mathematics group B,Ed. trainees,

the investigator and the guide developed Pedagogical Content Knowledge Scale (PCKS) in

the year 2010. The investigator prepared 133 items, in which 89 items were based on

pedagogical knowledge and 44 items were based oR content knowledge. After the item

analysis, the final tool consisted of 70 items in which 50 items were based on pedagogical

knowledge and 20 itcms were based on content knowledge. The investigator established the

content validity and criterion referenced validity (0.74). Test-retest method was employed to

establish reliability of the rool. It is found to be 0.77.

The PCKS includes the dimensions namely knowledge on philosophy and sociology'

curriculum and instruction, methodology, techniques, communication, technology'

psychology, evaluation aod content. In this scale, all the items were objective type wittt

multiple choices. The conect answer is given one mark where as wlong answer is given zero

mark. Percentage Analysis, 't' test, ANOVA were employed for analysis of data

TABLE I
LEVEL OT PEDAGOGICAL CONTENT IO{OWLEDGE OF MATHEMATICS

GR.OUPB.ED. TRAINEE.S

Pedagogical Content
Knowledge and its

Dimensions

Low Moderate HiCh

N % N 4o N 7o

Philosophy and Sociology 68 I l.l 386 63.3 156 u.6
Curriculum aod Instruction 34 22.0 339 55.6 137 22.4

Methodology 97 32.3 322 s2.8 9l 14.9

Techaiques 89 31.0 356 58.4 65 10.6

Communication 79 29.3 327 53.6 IM 7.t

Technology 82 29.8 350 57.4 78 2.8

Psychology n8 34.r 304 49.8 98 6.1

Evaluation 199 32.6 312 5t.2 99 6.2

Content 76 12.5 408 66.8 t26 20.7

Pedagogical Content

Knowledge
75 t2.3 424 69.5 lll 18.2
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It is inferred from the above table, 12.3% of mathematics group B.Ed. trainees have

low,69.SVoof themhavemoderate andl8.2%of themhavehighlevelof pedagogicalcontent

knowledge.

TABLE2

DITTtsRENCE BETWEEN MALE AND TEMALE MATIIEMATICS GROI]P B'Fd'

TRAINEES IN THEIR PEDAGOGICAL CONTENT IO{OWLEDGE

Pedagogicsl Content

Knowledge and tts

Dlmenslons

Malc

( N =114)

Femole

(N{96) Calqilated
tt'value Remorts

Mean s.D Mean s.D

Philosophy and SociologY 47.22 8.9r0 50.63 10.140 3.587 s

Curriculum and

Instruction
48.95 9.37t 50.26 10.131 1.333 NS

MethodologY 41.69 8.ffiz s0.56 10.215 3.071 s

Techniques 48.06 7.483 50.46 10.450 2.E51 s

Communication 48.55 8.586 50.35 10.276 r.943 NS

Technology 47.46 7.911 50.61 0.340 3.599 s

Psychology 49.26 9.908 50.18 0.021 0.894 NS

Evaluation 48.88 9.420 50.26 o.r24 1.391 NS

Content 47.88 't.916 50.49 0.366 2.980 s

Pedagogical Content

Knowledge
47.26 8.138 50.63 10.285 3.788 s

table value of't' is(At 5% level of significance, the

It is infened from the above table that there is no significant difference between male

and female mathematics group B.Ed. trainees in their knowledge on curriculum and

instruction, communication, psychology and evaluation. But there is significant diffelence

between male and female mathematics group B.Ed. trainees in their knowledge on

philosophy and sociology, methodology, techniques, technology, content and pedagogical

content knowledge. while comparing the mean values of male and female, the female

mathematics group B.Ed. trainees are better in their knowledge on philosophy and sociology,

methodology, techniques, technology, content and pedagogical conient knowledge'
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TABLE3

DIIT'T,RENCE BETWEEN RURAL AND URBAN MATHEMATICS GROUP B.Ed.
TRAINEES IN TIIEIR PEDAGOGICAL CONTENT IO{OWLEDGE

It is inferred from the above table that there is no significant difference between rural

and urban mathematics group B.Ed. rainees in their knowledge on philosophy and sociology,

curriculum and instruction, methodology, techniques, communication, technology,

psychology, evaluation, content and pedagogical content knowledge.

TABLE 3
DITT'ERENCE BETWEEN MATIIEMATICS GROUP BJd. TRAINEES r.AOM

AIDED AND SELF.TINANCED COLLEGES OFEDUCATIONIN TIIEIR
PEDAGOGICAL CONTENT IO{OWLEDGE

Pedagogical Content
Knowledge and lts

Dlrrensions

Aided

( N =14E)

Self-finnnced

( N =,162)
Calculated

'tt value
Remarks

Mean s.D Mean s.D

Philosophy and Sociolocy 49.02 10.226 50.31 9.922 1.346 NS

Curriculum and Instnrction 51.28 9.153 49.61 10.232 1.876 NS

Methodolosy 50.72 10.42s 49.80 9.8@ 0.948 NS

Technioues 51.42 10.308 49.57 9.871 1.923 NS

Communication 52.54 1 1.666 49,2t 9.274 3.169 s

Technology 51.70 10.9t2 49.48 9.&2 2.2tt s

Psychology 52.78 12.o82 49.t2 9.069 3.397 s
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Pedagoglcal Content
Knowledge and lts

Dlmensions

Runl
( N =382)

Urban

( N =228)
Catculated

'tt value
Remarks

Meaa s.D Mean s.D

Philosophv and Socioloev 49.62 t0.221 50.62 9.618 1.214 NS

Curriculum and krstruction 49.65 10.015 50.64 9.965 l.l8l NS

Methodology 49.51 9.818 50.88 10.zffi 1.616 NS

Techniques 49.E0 9.861 50.38 10.246 0.693 NS

Communication 49.65 9.363 50.@ r0.980 1.138 NS

Technolosy 49.6 9.715 50.62 r0.362 1.137 NS

Psychology 49.45 9.615 50.94 10.565 t.742 NS

Evaluation 49.58 9.606 50.?0 10.621 1,306 NS

Content 49.73 10.240 50.45 9.589 0.869 NS

Pedagogical Content
Knowledee

49.47 9.831 50.89 10.237 1.686 NS

(At 5% level of sigaificance, the table value of't' is 1.96)

;r'
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Evaluation 52.47 1l l15 49.21 9.498 3.2t3 s

Content 51.86 9.906 49.44 9.967 2.617 s

Pedagogical Content
Knowledse

s2.33 I r.489 49.26 9.36 2.958 s

(At 5% level of significance, the table value of't' is 1.96)

It is inferred from the above table that there is no significant difference between

mathematics group B.Bl. ftainees from aided and self-financed colleges of education in their

knowledge on philosophy and sociology, cuniculum and instrucdon, methodology and

techniques. But there is significant difference between mathematics group B.Ed. trainees

from aided and self-financed colleges of education in their lnowledge on communication,

technology, psychology, evaluation, content and pedagogical content knowledge. While

comparing the mean values of mathematics group B.Ed. $ainees from aided and sclf-financed

colleges of education, the aided college mathematics group B.Ed. trainees are better in their

knowledge on communication, technoloSy, psychology, evaluation, content and @agogtcal

conte[t knowledge.

TABLE 4

DITTERENCE AMONG MATHEMATICS GROUPB.Ed" TnAINEES rROM MEN'S, WOMEII'S

AND CO.EDUCATION COLLT,CES OT EDUCATION IN TIIETR PEDAGOGICAL CONTENT

ACE Research Propeller Volume - I Page28

XNOWLEDGE

Pedagogicat Content
Knowledge and its

Dlmensions

Sourre of
Variafion

ss MS
.F

Value
Rernarks

Philosophy and Sociology
Between Gfoups 1550.786 775.393 't.925 s
Within Groups 5939r.315 97.844

Curriculum and Instruction
Between Groups 995.93t 49796

5.04.'t s
Within Groups 59894.020 98.672

Methodology
Between Gmups 2168.U6 1084.123

11.201 s
Within Groups 58720.956 96.740

Techniques
Between GrouPs 1719.439 859.720

8.815 s
Within Groups 59202.975 E7.534

Communication
Between Croups 857.v5 428.672

4.333 S
Within Groups 60046.181 98.923

Technology
Between Groups 22V).4t0 l101.205

r 1.386 s
Within Groups 58708.81 l 96.720

Psychology
Between Groups 166.U2 83.021

0.830 NS
Wittrin Groups 60713.618 top.022

Evaluation
Between Groups 365.034 182.517

1.829 NS
Within Groups @573.982 99.7y)

Content
Between Groups 1375.431 687.716 7.013 s
Within Groups 595n.542 98.062

Pedagogical Content
Knowledge

Between GfouPs 2439.M2 12t9.72t
12.@ s

Within Groups 5U62.36 96.314
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(At 5% rever of significance, for (2,607) dr the table value of .F, 
is 3.000)It is infened from the above table ttai rtere is no significant difference among

mathematics group B.Ed. trainees from men,s, women,s and co_education colleges of
education in their knowledge on psychology and evaluation. But there is significant
difference among mathematics goup B.Ed. trainees from men,s, women,s and co-education
colleges of education in their knowledge on philosophy and sociorogy, curriculum and
inshuction, methodol0gy, techniques, communication, technology, content and pedagogical
content knowledge. while comparing the mean values of mathematics group B.Ed. trainees
from men's, women's and co.education colreges of education, the women,s college
mathemadcs group B-Ed. trainees are better in their knowledge on philosophy and sociology,
curriculum and instruction, methodology, techniques, communication, technology, content
and pedagogical contetrr knowledge.

NNDINGS
l ' r2'3% of mathematics group B.&1. trainees have low, 6g.5vo of themhave moderate and
I 8.2% of them have high level of pedagogical conient knowledge.
2' There is no significant difference between mare and female mathematics group B.Ed.
trainees in their knowledge on curriculum and instruction, communication, psychorogy and
evaluation. But there is significant difference between mare and femare mathematics group
B'Ed' trainees in their knowledge on philosophy and sociology, methodology, techniques,
technology, content and pedagogical content knowledge.
3' There is no significant difference between rurar and urban mathematics group B.Ed.
trainees in their knowledge on philosophy and sociology, curriculum and instruction,
methodology, techniques, communication, technology, psychorogy, evaruation, content tuid
pedagogical content knowlcdge.

4' There is no significant difference berween mathematics group B.E<t. traine€s from aided
aad self-financed colreges of education in their knowledge on philosophy and sociorogy,
curriculum and instruction, methodology and rcchniques. But there is significant difference
between mathematics group B.Ed, trainees from aided and self-financed colleges of
education in their knowledge on communication, technology, psychology, evaluation, content
and pedagogical content knowledge.

5' There is no significant difference among mathematics group B.Ed. trainees from men,s,
women's and co-education colleges of education in their knowledge on psychorogy and
evaluation. But there is significant difference among mathenutics group B.Ed. kainees fiom
men's, women's and co-education colleges of educarion in their knowredge on philosophy
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and sociology, curriculum and instruction, methodology, techniques, communication,

technology, content and pedagogical content knowledge.

CONCLUSION
The female mathematics group B.Bl trainees are better than male in their

knowledge of philosophy and sociology, methodology, techniques, technology, content and

pedagogical content knowledge. This may be due to the fact that the female mathematics

group B.Ed trainees are generous, caring and they are more democratic than the male in the

classroom. They are intcrcsted in preparing teaching aids for the class. Also they have better

content knowledge than the males which may enrich their confidence level. Thus their

pedagogical content knowledge is better than male mathematics $oup B.Ed trainees.

The aided college mathematics group B.Ed fainees are better than self-financed

college mathematics B.Ed. trainees in their knowledge on communication, technology,

psychology, evaluation, content and pedagogical content knowledge. This may be due to the

fact that the aided colleges have rich experience and permanent stalf members. Also the aided

colleges are funded by the government which is propedy utilized by the colleges for the well

being of the students. It influences directly the pedagogical content knowledge of the

mathematics group B.Ed trainees.

The women's college mathematics group B.Ed trainees are better than boys'

and co-education college mathematics group B.Ed knowledge on philosophy and sociology,

curriculum and instruction, methodology, techniques, communication, technology, content

and @agogical content knowledge. This may be due to the fact that the trainees from

women's colleges are interested in their profession, have concern for their students and

prepare different teaching aids sincerely to the class. And also they are soft in nature and

democratic in dealing with the surdents. So they may be strong in the above mentioned

dimensions.

SUGGESTIONS

l. The mathematics B.Ed. trainees have to develop @agogical reasoning which includes

planning, judgements and rcsponses in the classroom.

2. In the mathematics pedagogical paper (Optional-I), the techno-pedagogical

components may be incorporated.

3. Pedagogical modules and strategies can be adopted in the mathematics education,

4. Hi-tech mathematics classroom may be established in teacher education institutions,

so that the aainee teachers can update themselves.
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5' Refresher courses on content knowledge must be organized to the students at the
beginning of the course.
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